How to transform an element such as ordinary as a fence into an exceptional operation? After that question, this project detaches from the generic solution—that which is available in the market—to analyze, rethink and design a fence considering all of its dimensions, from its status of an item that solves a practical problem to its cultural and architectural effects.
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The *status quo* begins as an outlier. It is imbued with a critical degree of intelligence in the first stages of conception. An architectural element is manifest from a direct need to inform space, yet when the functionality that results occludes its very ability to embody an idea or have a spatial effect, that element becomes a commodity.

A fence is one of these commodified building elements. It keeps the neighbor at bay, finding form in a nondescript line of vertical posts and horizontal ties that mark the property line. This fence is also a symbol. The ‘white pickets’ conjure the American Dream, protecting, containing, perhaps even obscuring the house, the dog, the car, the kids, the yard. Yet, these nondescript lines are so ubiquitous that they become invisible within the residential landscape.
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The project for a dynamic picket fence usurps this accepted, now commodified, condition: Prospect Stronghold is a defensive residential landscape reinforcing a house’s right to secure itself against the wandering eye of its neighbors and strange passers-by.

Prior to the construction of the Stronghold, the large, open area surrounding the house was given over by the public domain. The fence reclaims this zone for the house by simply enclosing the yard.

The Stronghold dictates variations in visibility along its length by creating a protective screen on the corner lot. The white cedar fence on the outer-most boundary of the complex is composed of thin, vertical pickets whose depth and rhythm in spacing is calibrated to limit (sneaky) oblique visibility where desired.

The Stronghold enlists its structure in a strategy of disruptive layering and camouflage that captures the eye and diverts it from the house. It employs tactics of a wall to reclaim the territory of the house, enclosing yard and garden, while negotiating the terms of essential use between house and street.

For there to be an extraordinary condition, there must be an accepted order to which it inherently refers. Such an exception defies, eludes, transcends. The Prospect Stronghold takes this challenge to go far beyond its neighbors’ banal form and call to basic function, to once again represent beauty and power in the residential landscape. ARQ
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